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BOOK       SYNOPSIS       

                                                      A sex-positive all-in-one-night romp told from four different perspectives. 

It’s       the       night       of       senior       prom,       and       eighteen-year-old       Julia       has       made       a       pact       with       her       friends.       (Yes,       that       kind       of       pact.)       They       

have       secured       a       secluded       cabin       in       the       woods,       one       night       without       parental       supervision,       and       plenty       of       condoms.       

But       as       soon       as       they       leave       the       dance,       the       pact       begins       to       unravel.       Alex’s       grandmother       is       undergoing       emergency       surgery,       

and       he       and       his       date       rush       to       the       hospital.       Zoe’s       trying       to       figure       out       how       she       feels       about       getting       off       the       waitlist       at       

Yale—and       how       to       tell       her       girlfriend.       Madison’s       chronic       illness       flares,       holding       her       back       once       again       from       being       a       normal       

teenager.       And       Julia’s       fantasy-themed       role       play       gets       her       locked       in       a       closet.       

Alternating       between       each       character’s       perspective       and       their       ridiculous       group       chat,       The       Night       When       No       One       Had       Sex       

finds       a       group       of       friends       navigating       the       tenuous       transition       into       adulthood       and       embracing       the       uncertainty       of       life       after       

high       school.       

REVIEWS       AND       PRAISE       

“Told       via       multiple       points       of       view       and       a       hilarious       group       chat,       this       atypical       prom       tale       is       humorous       and       dramatic       in       

equal       parts.       A       fun       read,       perfect       for       anyone       who       is       (or       has       ever       been)       a       teen.”       —Booklist       

“A       witty,       honest       debut       that       shines       a       light       on       some       very       real       issues.”       —Kirkus       Reviews       

AWARDS       AND       ACCOLADES       

                        • 2022 Minnesota Book Award Winner       

*A       NOTE       ON       AGE       RANGES      

A       publisher-suggested       age       range       covers       the       gamut       of       readers       that       publishers       envision       using       the       book,       whether       for       

independent       reading,       family       sharing,       group       study,       or       in       other       ways.       Educators       have       the       best       sense       of       the       

appropriate       age       range       for       the       diverse       learners       they       work       with       and       understand       these       ranges       vary       depending       on       a       

book’s       intended       use.       
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